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Buy and Hold Bonds, Too
Investing can be simple or it can be complex. And complex doesn’t always mean
“better.”
A rather simple strategy that has worked wonders for years—buy and hold—has recently come
under fire from pundits who believe that the investment principles of the past are outdated in this
“new normal” economy and market. They are wrong.
Adviser Investments’ Chairman Dan Wiener has recently written a report that debunks the myth
that “buy and hold” stock market investing is dead. (You can find a copy by clicking here.)
But what Dan left for me to focus on was the fact that “buy and hold” works pretty well for bonds,
too.
I raise this subject now because I see more and more doomsday predictors claiming that the bond
market is about to be swamped by a wave of rising interest rates, leading to losses for those who
hold fixed-income securities. Again, I think the pundits are wrong.
First, predictions of rising interest rates have been a regular feature in the investment markets for
years. Yes, this line of thinking does have some degree of merit but the doomsayers haven’t gotten it
right yet. I’m not being smug about this. As I wrote to you in April (“First Quarter Review”), I believe
rising interest rates are inevitable, but not imminent.
I don’t have to go very far out on a limb to say that rates will rise eventually. But when rates do
begin to rise, I believe it will be at a gradual pace, something the gloom-and-doom crowd isn’t
saying. If I’m right, those making the dire predictions will look pretty silly in hindsight.
Already growing slowly (GDP is the highest it has ever been, though you wouldn’t know it from the
news teams focused on every downtick in investor sentiment), the economy will eventually pick up
speed as the various stimulus packages and quantitative easing programs that Congress and the
Fed have in place bear fruit. The trick, of course, is to figure out when all of this will happen, and
then, how quickly interest rates will begin rising. I wish I could offer more insight there, but my
crystal ball is covered with Greece, among other troublesome issues.
“Don’t fight the Fed” is a common bond-market catchphrase taken to mean that, so long as the
Federal Reserve is lowering interest rates or keeping them low, you shouldn’t bet against the
market. The Fed has publically stated that they have no reason to believe they’ll be raising rates any
time before late 2014. This gives us a pretty good picture of what to expect from monetary
policymakers. Investors, on the other hand, will likely act in advance of the Fed and begin selling
bonds (raising interest rates) if they see economic improvement. But even so, the change should be
very, very gradual.
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Therefore, I’m not sure how selling your bonds today—bonds that have locked-in yields that were
acceptable when purchased—helps you. Where will you put the cash from your bond sales, exactly?
Money market funds currently yielding less than 0.05%? Certificates of deposit aren’t much better,
either.
Are the bond bears suggesting that you sell your bonds and then invest in a different and possibly
riskier asset class? That doesn’t make any sense to someone who believes that strategically
diversified portfolios are an investor’s best offense and defense.
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Rather than indiscriminately selling your bonds, it makes more sense to be strategic when adding
to your portfolio. Critically, it pays to focus close attention on the maturity structure of your holdings.
I’m actively working to brace clients’ portfolios against the potentially harsh effects of interest rate
spikes by keeping one eye on today’s market and rates and the other on what I expect to see down
the road a year or more out. To wit, I’m searching for—and finding—bonds that are particularly
attractive today while considering how I’ll invest and reinvest principal in another year or two
when rates do eventually rise. My goal is to have some dry powder (cash) to reinvest when the
inevitable is actually imminent.
Partly, I’m reducing risk by adding to the shorter-maturity positions in client portfolios. It takes a
fair amount of discipline to do so, but settling for yields approaching 1% instead of reaching for 3%
or 4% on bonds with 20- to 30-year maturities will prove to be the right move when rates
eventually rise. I am currently targeting an overall weighted average maturity of less than five years
in most portfolios. That said, I still do maintain a modest weighting in longer bonds—bonds with a
10- to 15-year maturity—to protect the portfolios if rates don’t rise.
A “buy and hold” strategy works perfectly well for bond investors if you pay close attention to the
specifics mentioned above. It has always been my contention that structure matters, and it matters
even more now than it has in a long, long time. In this low-interest-rate environment, portfolios
with an overweight on the short end of the maturity scale will hold up better than a portfolio
overladen with long maturity bonds.
So, don’t sell your bonds; hold onto them. After all, they still serve as a lower risk, lower volatility
asset that provides income and returns your principal/face value at maturity. Just because issuers
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from the U.S. Treasury to municipalities to corporations are issuing 30-year bonds doesn’t mean
you should be buying them.
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This material is distributed for informational purposes only. The investment ideas and expressions of opinion may
contain certain forward looking statements and should not be viewed as recommendations, personal investment
advice or considered an offer to buy or sell specific securities. Data and statistics contained in this report are
obtained from what we believe to be reliable sources; however, their accuracy, completeness or reliability cannot
be guaranteed.
Our statements and opinions are subject to change without notice and should be considered only as part of a
diversified portfolio. You may request a free copy of the firm's Form ADV Part 2, which describes, among other
items, risk factors, strategies, affiliations, services offered and fees charged.
Past performance is not an indication of future returns. The tax information contained herein is general in nature,
is provided for informational purposes only, and should not be construed as legal or tax advice. We do not provide
legal or tax advice. Always consult an attorney or tax professional regarding your specific legal or tax situation.

